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Experience
Beatriz del Peso is a partner in Garrigues’ Administrative Law Department and a zoning and planning lawyer in Madrid, where she
has pursued her professional career since 1996.
Over the course of her career, she has developed a high degree of specialization in administrative law and in zoning and planning
law and her areas of expertise include providing advice to the public and private sectors on zoning matters (planning rules, zoning
contracts, land management, licenses), sectoral permits (especially in the areas of trade, hotels and industry) and compulsory
purchase. She also provides advice on inalienable and alienable public property and defends clients in administrative proceedings
(including penalty proceedings) and in judicial review appeals.
She has participated in numerous projects throughout her professional career, and is currently a legal adviser with proven
experience, among other areas and in addition to zoning and planning, in the institutional reorganization of public authorities,
energy efficiency, public infrastructure, subsidies and public aid, as well as in administrative contract matters.
She also has extensive experience in providing advice on all aspects relating to the different sectors of administrative activity (at
state, autonomous community and local level): roads, transport, telecommunications, water, education, tertiary sector, staff in the
service of public authorities, etc.
Beatriz del Peso has been included by the Chambers&Partners directory in the Zoning and Planning practice area, forming part of
the team of experts singled out for praise by the directory, which ranks Garrigues as one of the leading firms in Spain in this area.
She also appears in Best Lawyers as an attorney specialized in planning law.
Beatriz has carried out numerous teaching activities at various institutions (ICADE; Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, CEU
Business School, Madrid Municipal Council).
She is also a regular speaker at seminars and conferences organized by the firm and specialist centers (Centro de Estudios
Garrigues, IFAES, IIR, IFE, etc.).
She is a member of Madrid Bar Association.

Academic background
Degree in Law and in Economics and Business, Universidad Pontificia Comillas (ICADE E-3).

Publications
Beatriz del Peso has contributed to a number of publications such as the “Treatise on Renewable Energy” or the “Treatise on
Administrative Law” (*) published by Aranzadi- Iberdrola in 2010 and 2017, respectively. Furthermore, she is a contributor to a
range of publications such as the journal CEHAT, Sepín, Metros Cuadrados, etc.
(*) originally published in Spanish

